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Confederate Treasury notes have held the fascination of collectors for generations, and a good part of 
this interest is due to the wide range of designs of these notes. The first notes, the so-called “Montgomery” 
issues, were supplied by the National Bank Note Company based in New York. Their production for the South 
was quickly shut down by Northern authorities. The American Bank Note Company had a branch in New 
Orleans, and for a while supplied notes to the South, even renaming their branch the “Southern Bank Note 
Company,” but their production in New Orleans ended with the fall of that city in May 1862. These colorful, 
high quality notes from New York printing houses were all produced by intaglio printing. But when they were 
unable to supply the needed volume of Treasury notes, the Confederate Treasury Department was forced to turn 
to local sources of widely varying artistic and printing capability. 

The range of designs from the numerous engravers and printers of Confederate Treasury notes and their 
many varieties posed a challenge to collectors when they tried to organize and describe their collections. The 
first serious effort was mounted by Raphael Thian in his 1880 publication of the Register of the Confederate 
Debt, which was literally a transcription of the original records of the Confederate Treasury-note Bureau. This 
valuable resource was republished by Dr. Douglas Ball in 1972. The organization of this book is difficult for the 
collector, nor does it clearly describe the numerous varieties. William West Bradbeer in his 1915 publication of 
Confederate and Southern State Currency made the first serious attempt to describe the 579 varieties he found 
of these notes. These varieties are now commonly called “Bradbeer” numbers.  

The Bradbeer list was not only cumbersome (it did not allow for easy insertion of new discoveries), it 
also did little to make a clear architecture of the many designs. In 1947 Philip Chase published a book which 
addressed this issue, but he essentially preserved most of the architecture inherited from Thian.  In 1957 Grover 
Criswell created a new architecture by assigning Type numbers to the unique designs of Confederate Treasury 
notes. By a “unique design” we mean the layout of vignettes, medallions, and text which make a note unique 
and different from other series of issue (there were seven), other denominations, and other printers. Again, 
Criswell preserved the essential architecture from Thian – he organized his types by denomination within a 
series. 

Perhaps in a nod to the inertia of the collecting community, Criswell preserved the Bradbeer numbers 
for all of the known varieties, but he grouped them under the appropriate new Type numbers. Now for the first 
time a collector would easily see all of the varieties within a unique design. The Criswell system worked well 
for decades, but it still suffered from Bradbeer’s original problem – it could not easily absorb new discoveries. 
By the 1990s this had resulted in a profusion of suffixes and insertions to the Bradbeer numbers, all of which 
added to the confusion and clutter.  

The next great architectural step came from Pierre Fricke. Working closely with Dr. Douglas Ball and 
inheriting his records, Fricke preserved Criswell’s very useful Type numbers, but he listed the varieties with 
new numbers beginning with “1” for each design Type, and replaced the clumsy Bradbeer system.  

Take, for example, an 1864, Seventh Issue, $10 note, 1st Series, with a plate position letter error of “B – 
A.” Criswell listed this note as “T-68, CR-541A.” The Type number “T-68” denotes the specific design of this 
note, and the Variety number “CR-541A” is really the Bradbeer number for this note with the suffix “A” added 
later to denote the new discovery of an error in the layout of the plate position letters (or plens) of this note. 

Fricke’s new variety system now identifies this note as “T-68, PF-4,” a system which easily 
accommodates new varieties of the design as they are discovered. A quick glance at the Bradbeer numbers in a 
later Criswell catalog will show how often these numbers were modified by Chase and Criswell to accommodate 
new discoveries. Criswell did the best he could with these Bradbeer numbers, but they lend much confusion to 
the architecture. 

Pierre Fricke, to his everlasting credit, also realized that collecting habits and inertia are important. 
Although he abandoned the Bradbeer numbers, he wisely kept Criswell’s Type architecture in place, making the 
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transition to the new variety numbers easier for collectors. This is not to say that Fricke’s new architecture was 
received without criticism – this is par for the course when introducing a change – but this new architecture now 
stands on its own merits as the current standard. 

But as Fricke has often noted, the Criswell Type system suffers from some glaring defects. Among these 
are the Type-47 and Type-48 notes, which are today recognized as fantasy notes of uncertain origin and 
certainly not official issues of the Confederate Treasury Department. There is also the unfortunate numbering of 
Type-39 and Type-40 notes, which are clearly of the same design and only differ in a very obscure and minor 
plate variation; Criswell reportedly assigned multiple Type numbers in an effort to sell more of these notes. 

The main problem with the Criswell Type system was inherited from Thian and preserved by Bradbeer 
and Chase: Thian grouped notes by denomination within an issue, intermingling the printers. This would not be 
confusing if there had been only one engraver and printer, but there were many, and this means that the designs 
of Hoyer & Ludwig, Keatinge & Ball, Southern Bank Note Company, and Blanton Duncan were all 
intermingled by denomination. These designs are as different as night and day and represent a wide range of 
engraving, printing, and artistic talent. This artistic variation is the heart and soul of Confederate Treasury notes, 
and it begs to be organized into an architecture which features and organizes this variety.  

The First and Second Series issues are naturally organized into groups of design by the different 
printers. Figures 1 and 2 show these notes grouped by the printers with obvious differences in artistic quality. 
All of the notes illustrated in Figure 1 were printed on steel plates with the intaglio process, whereas all of notes 
in Figure 2 were printed by the lithographic process. 

FIRST SERIES 

              
 

 

National Bank Note Company, New York, Types 1-4

Southern (American) Bank Note 
Company,   New Orleans, Types 5-6 

Figure 1—images HA. com 
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      SECOND SERIES 

 Figure 2—images Pierre Fricke 

Hoyer & Ludwig, Richmond, Types 7-11

Manouvrier, New Orleans, Type 12
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The table in Figures 4a and 4b shows a new architecture for Confederate Treasury notes, grouped by 
printers and dates of issue. The original Criswell Type numbers appear in the first column. The new Type 
numbers appear in the second column (they are the same for the First and Second Series). Timelines may be 
seen in the top row of a Series, starting in April 1861 and progressing by weeks beginning on Mondays. 
Horizontal bars, color-coded for the different printers, show the dates of the beginning of an issue and the end of 
issue, where for example, National Bank Note Company designs are shown in blue, Southern Bank Note 
Company designs are shown in orange, Hoyer & Ludwig designs are shown in gray, the single issue of 
Manouvrier notes is shown in light blue, Keatinge & Ball designs are shown in green, and Blanton Duncan 
designs are shown in pink. Quantities issued and dates of issue are shown next to each issue bar. With this 
graphical layout it is easy to see that the Second Series Type 7 to 11 designs of Hoyer & Ludwig and the sole 
issue of Manouvrier preceeded the First Series Type 5 and 6 designs of the Southern Bank Note Company.  

The Third and Fourth Series issues featured many printers, and this is where the Criswell Type numbers 
become confusing. 

Take, for example, in Figure 3 the lovely $50, $20, $10, and $5 issues by the Southern Bank Note 
Company – these are noted by Criswell as Types 15, 19, 22, and 31, respectively. Grouping these notes together 
under sequential Type numbers 22, 23, 24, 25 would make them stand out in wonderful contrast to designs of 
other printers; see the table in Figure 4a. This idea was the outgrowth and unintended consequence of an effort 
by the author to understand the chronology and durations of issue of Confederate Treasury notes. Once a 
timeline was laid out, and the notes arranged by chronology of issue, the model for grouping the notes by the 
printers fairly leapt off the graph.  

           THIRD SERIES 

 
 
 
 

 

Southern (American) Bank Note Company, New 
Orleans, new Types 22-25. These notes were 
printed on the same sheet. Original Criswell 
Types 15, 19, 22, 31. 

Figure 3—images: Pierre Fricke 
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The complexity of the Third and Fourth Series became intuitively understandable with this new 
architecture. Note especially how the chronology of issue dates serves as a useful guide to organize the new 
Type structure. For example, the Third Series Hoyer & Ludwig $20 note with a green overprint in Figure 5 was 
their first and last effort at an overprint. It was also the first issue of the Third Series, and it is assigned Type 13. 
It chronologically follows the Type 12 note and preceeds Hoyer & Ludwig’s later designs without overprints. 

Another problem with Criswell’s Type architecture is that it also separates notes that were printed on the 
same sheet. The rare Criswell Types 27 and 35 are illustrated in Figure 6. Both were printed together on the 
same sheet, and they are assigned consecutive new Types 17 and 18, perfectly fitting the chronology of Hoyer & 
Ludwig issues.  

 
 

 
 

Hoyer & Ludwig, Richmond, new Types 
17 and 18. These notes were printed on 
the same sheet. Original Criswell Types 
27 and 35.  

THIRD SERIES

Figure 6     images: Pierre Fricke 

Figure 5          image: Pierre Fricke 

The first issue of the THIRD SERIES, Hoyer & Ludwig, Richmond 
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Criswell’s assignment of different Type numbers to notes which are clearly of the same design but may 
or may not have overprints also needlessly adds to the confusion. These overprint variations, while extremely 
important, do not qualify as new designs but as subsets of a single design. In Figure 7 we see Criswell Types 25 
and 26, which share the same design except for the addition of a red “X” overprint; they are assigned new Types 
31A and 31B.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

Quoted in his own words in the New York Times of September 5th, 1875, Blanton Duncan stated that his 
“vignettes were of the most primitive style and ugliest workmanship,” and his Third Series notes bear testament 
to that criticism. Figure 8 shows two typical examples. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7       images: Pierre Fricke 

Keatinge & Ball, Richmond, new Types 
31A and 31B. These notes have the same 
design with the variation of an overprint 
red “X.”. Original Criswell Types 25 
and 26. 

THIRD SERIES 

Blanton Duncan, Richmond. Duncan’s 
Third Series notes are all of inferior 
artistic quality by his own admission, 
and are logically grouped together in the 
table in Figure 4a as new Types 34 
through 37.  

THIRD SERIES 

Figure 8     images: Pierre Fricke 
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The Fourth Series $2 notes printed by Blanton Duncan all share the same design but were assigned 
different Type numbers 38 (error date), 42 (correct date), and 43 (green overprint) by Criswell. This single 
design is assigned new Type numbers 38A, 38B, and 38C, respectively. The Fourth Series $1 notes printed by 
Duncan are similarly simplified into Types 39A (no overprint) and 39B (with green overprint). And of course 
the unfortunate duplication of Type numbers 39 and 40 on the Fourth Series Hoyer & Ludwig $100 interest-
bearing note is logically simplified as a single Type 40 design with two minor varieties of steam from the boiler 
of the steam engine. 

The Fifth through the Seventh Series is very straightforward with no duplications of Types introduced 
by Criswell. When we eliminate the duplications of the Third and Fourth Series and simplify the architecture we 
end up with a list of 65 unique designs of Confederate Treasury notes.  

This new architecture is simply a way to understand the complexity of Confederate Treasury note 
designs – in no way is it intended to replace the new architecture used by Fricke, which is now the most useful 
way to catalog the intricate varieties of these notes. My hat is off to the pioneers, Thian, Bradbeer, Chase, 
Criswell, Slabaugh, Ball, and Fricke, all of whom took the risk of making their own contributions to this field. I 
place this new architecture in the Public Domain for the use of all collectors and researchers without reservation 
of any kind. 

“Those collectors fortunate enough to own the beautifully printed album produced by Clint Reynolds 
and K.C. Roberson, Confederate States Currency 1861-1865, can rearrange the notes in this album to reflect the 
new type classification. With this tool the advanced collector can rearrange the notes in any manner, giving new 
insights into the artwork and printing of these beautiful notes.” 
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